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FN SCAR® Assault Rifle

Technical Data
Assault Rifle
Caliber:
Operating principle:

The FN SCAR®:
designed for, tested, adopted and used
by the most demanding combat units

Firing mode:
Feed system:
Rate of fire:
Weight (without magazine):
Overall length with:
- buttstock fully extended:
- buttstock fully collapsed:
- buttstock folded:
Barrel length:
Color:

Grenade Launcher

FN HERSTAL, S.A.
Voie de Liège, 33
B-4040 Herstal - Belgium
Tel: + 32-4 240 81 11
Fax: + 32-4 240 86 79
info@fnherstal.com - www.fnherstal.com
V.A.T. BE 441.928.931 - R.P.M. - Liège : 0441.928.931
BNP PARIBAS FORTIS BANK : IBAN : BE40 2400 0440 0063
BIC : GEBABEBB

Caliber:
Operating principle:
Muzzle velocity:
Capacity:		
Weight:			
Length:			
- with extended buttstock:
- with retracted buttstock:
Weight of stand-alone
buttstock:
Weight of leaf sight:
Color: 		

FN SCAR®-L
STD Model
CQC Model

FN SCAR®-H
STD Model
CQC Model

5.56x45mm NATO
Gas operated, rotating bolt,
short stroke piston
Semi-auto, full auto
30-round steel magazine (M16 type)
550-650 rounds per minute
3.3 kg
3.5 kg

7.62x51mm NATO
Gas operated, rotating bolt,
short stroke piston
Semi-auto, full auto
20-round steel magazine
550-650 rounds per minute
3.9 kg
3.7 kg

903mm
788mm
840mm
724mm
655mm
540mm
14.5’’
10’’
Black or Flat Dark Earth

969mm
893mm
906mm 		
830mm
721mm 		
645mm
13’’
16’’ 		
Black or Flat Dark Earth

FN40GL® -L or -H			

FN40GL® -S

40mm LV
40mm LV
Pump action, rotary locking
Pump action, rotary locking
76 m/s
76 m/s
Single shot					
Single shot
1.40 kg
		
2.92 kg
			
Same as host weapon
		
685mm
528mm
		
0.120 kg
Black or Flat Dark Earth		

1.41 kg
0.120 kg

Black or Flat Dark Earth
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Accessories

FN SCAR® Family

FN Herstal recommends and provides a wide range of accessories tested and
qualified under the most stringent quality standards to cover the operator’s
requirements. Accessories for the FN SCAR® include day or night sighting

Forward opening...

The FN SCAR® assault rifle and the associated grenade launcher are the first
weapons developed as part of the FN SCAR® family.

allows extraction and automatic
ejection of the grenade case

The FN SCAR® assault rifle combines well-established operating
principles that have been used in military weapons for many decades
and advanced features that make the weapon lightweight, ergonomic,
modular, accurate, and highly reliable in the most difficult operational
conditions.

systems, belts, tactical lights, laser pointers, carrying bags, etc.

...and side opening of the barrel
for longer grenades and easy
chamber inspection

The FN SCAR® assault rifle is available in 5.56x45mm NATO caliber
(FN SCAR®-L) and 7.62x51mm NATO caliber (FN SCAR®-H).
Either FN SCAR® assault rifle has been specifically designed to offer
operators increased portability and adaptability. It features a foldable
buttstock, which provides more compact weapon package in aircraft
and vehicle deployments, capable of firing from the folded position.
The buttstock is also adjustable in length and height to fit a variety of operator
body sizes, body armor and load bearing equipment. These adjustments are
retained after folding and unfolding the buttstock.
The FN SCAR® assault rifle features an extended top MIL-STD 1913 Picatinny®
rail integral to the monolithic aluminum receiver. Either FN SCAR® assault rifle
can accept two barrel lengths that are quickly interchangeable with no impact on
previously established zero.
Operator and armorer training is the same for all models and many components
are common, reducing training time and maintenance costs.
FN40GL®

SCAR®

The 40mm
grenade launcher mounted under any FN
assault rifle or used as a stand-alone launcher provides increased capability to
the user.
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Illustrated: FN SCAR®-L STD (5.56x45mm)
Sideways
opening to
the left or
right for longer
grenades
Ambidextrous firing selector
(safety/semi-auto/full auto)
Safety can be engaged
with hammer de-cocked
Upper MIL-STD 1913 rail for sights and accessories

Both triggers can be pulled without
changing hand position.

The Stand-Alone
grenade launcher
(FN40GL®-S) is
light and compact
thanks to its
retractable
buttstock for easy
transport and
quick
engagement.

Ejection port and deflector
Ambidextrous magazine release
Magazine
30 rounds M16 type (5.56)
20 rounds (7.62)

Picture for indication only.
The FN SCAR® is available
in Black or Flat Dark Earth.
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40mm FN40GL® Grenade Launcher
The FN40GL® grenade launcher may be

Easy Field Stripping

mounted under either the FN SCAR®-L or
FN SCAR®-H assault rifle, or it may be configured as
a stand-alone launcher using a buttstock assembly.

2
The FN40GL® seamlessly integrates with the host

1
3

weapon using a trigger adapter and dual locking clamp
Bayonet lug
on Standard barrel sizes

levers. It comes standard with a leaf sight, which
can be used on the left or right side MIL-STD 1913
Picatinny® rail, making the weapon fully ambidextrous.

The FN40GL® grenade launcher being mounted on
Gas regulator
(2 positions)

either FN SCAR® rifle, both triggers can be pulled
without changing hand position, offering the operator

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Buttstock
Receiver
Moving parts
Trigger module
Magazine

4

5

Co-witnessed flip-up sights

optimized ergonomics and handling. The FN40GL®
adds no length to the overall rifle.

1
3 specific trigger modules:

Lateral MIL-STD 1913 rail on each side
Long lower MIL-STD 1913 rail

1. FN SCAR®-L trigger module (5.56mm)
2. FN40GL®-S trigger module (Stand-Alone)

Reversible charging handle

3. FN SCAR®-H trigger module (7.62mm)

Ambidextrous magazine release
Ambidextrous firing selector (safety/semi-auto/full auto)
Buttstock lock
Adjustable cheek piece (2 positions)

2
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3

Adjustable length of pull (6 positions)
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FN SCAR®-L Assault Rifle - 5.56x45mm NATO

4

FN SCAR®-H Assault Rifle

FN SCAR-L® CQC
Barrel length: 10’’

FN SCAR®-H CQC
Barrel length: 13’’

FN SCAR®-L STD
Barrel length: 14.5’’

FN SCAR®-H STD
Barrel length: 16’’

FN SCAR®-L CQC

FN SCAR®-H STD

with FN40GL®-L
Barrel length: 10’’

with FN40GL®-H
Barrel length: 16’’
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- 7.62x51mm NATO
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FN SCAR®-L Assault Rifle - 5.56x45mm NATO

4

FN SCAR®-H Assault Rifle

FN SCAR-L® CQC
Barrel length: 10’’

FN SCAR®-H CQC
Barrel length: 13’’

FN SCAR®-L STD
Barrel length: 14.5’’

FN SCAR®-H STD
Barrel length: 16’’

FN SCAR®-L CQC

FN SCAR®-H STD

with FN40GL®-L
Barrel length: 10’’

with FN40GL®-H
Barrel length: 16’’
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- 7.62x51mm NATO
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40mm FN40GL® Grenade Launcher
The FN40GL® grenade launcher may be
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a stand-alone launcher using a buttstock assembly.
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optimized ergonomics and handling. The FN40GL®
adds no length to the overall rifle.

1
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3

Adjustable length of pull (6 positions)
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Illustrated: FN SCAR®-L STD (5.56x45mm)
Sideways
opening to
the left or
right for longer
grenades
Ambidextrous firing selector
(safety/semi-auto/full auto)
Safety can be engaged
with hammer de-cocked
Upper MIL-STD 1913 rail for sights and accessories

Both triggers can be pulled without
changing hand position.

The Stand-Alone
grenade launcher
(FN40GL®-S) is
light and compact
thanks to its
retractable
buttstock for easy
transport and
quick
engagement.

Ejection port and deflector
Ambidextrous magazine release
Magazine
30 rounds M16 type (5.56)
20 rounds (7.62)

Picture for indication only.
The FN SCAR® is available
in Black or Flat Dark Earth.
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